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Climbing Controversies

T he word 'scandal' has a curiously dated ring. It smacks of tabloid
journalism, of newspaper hypocrisy and manufactured outrage. As a

journalist operating in what I like to consider the upscale end of the market,
I would use it only sparingly. But now the editor of the AJhas asked me to
write about Climbing Scandals. The scandals, so-called, that I have reported
on took climbing into difficult territory. Climbers have preferred not to
wash their dirty linen in public (apologies for the cliche, but then I am a
journalist) but on the occasions I am about to describe they felt it was
necessary to do so. Once I became involved, I was uneasily aware that my
allegiances could be pulled in different directions, given that I was both
journalist and climber. I am also uncertain whether, in retrospect, the term
'scandal' could reasonably be applied to all the episodes in question.

The first of these began, as these things so often do, with a call from Ken
Wilson. He and several colleagues were troubled by the claims of a climber
named Keith McCallum to have put up an impressive series of routes in
North Wales. Ken, Pete Crew, and others had inspected McCallum's routes
and their initial respect for his achievements had turned rapidly to
scepticism. McCallum was the founder of the Apollo Climbing Club, in
the Midlands, but when Ken contacted other club members he was dismayed
to learn that none had ever met McCallum's three named partners. There
were troubling safety implications arising from the doubts over the routes,
as anyone attempting to follow McCallum's descriptions, which had been
published in the Climbers' Club's New Climbs, could find themselves in
difficulty. Ken was equally troubled over the potential legal implications
of expressing these doubts in public, and the editor of New Climbs, Nigel
Rogers, had limited himself to warning that climbers who attempted the
routes should do so with 'the greatest caution'.

And so Ken called me. I was then a 27-year-old freelance journalist,
writing mostly for the Sunday Times, which was then, under Harry Evans,
building a reputation for investigative journalism. As Ken explained to me,
the coded caveat published by Nigel Rogers was the furthest the Climbers'
Club was prepared to go in light of Britain's libel laws. Would the Sunday
Times care to take a look?

It was an offer not to be refused. At the start of my career I had been
diffident about writing about climbing, in view of journalism's bleak
reputation for inaccuracy and crude misrepresentation when reporting the
sport. But by then I felt more confident, having reported the dramas of the
Eiger Direct attempt for the Daily Telegraph and the 1967/78 British attempt
on Cerro Torre for the Sunday Times. The Sunday Times agreed to my
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proposal to pursue the story, and in short order 1 found myself in North
Wales examining the disputed routes with Pete Crew. One of them, said
Crew emphatically, was 'a chop route', and quite implausible. The Holliwell
brothers, Les and Laurie, delivered a similar verdict on a route they
attempted.

The next move was to confront McCallum himself. So far as 1 recall,
1 contacted him by telephone and arranged to meet him in North Wales.
The sports editor of the Sunday Times, John Lovesey, attended the meeting,
conscious of the potential costs, in legal penalties, of getting this wrong.
1am not sure what 1expected of an encounter in which we were effectively
to accuse a man of lying. But what surprised me about McCallum's
demeanour was how defiant and truculent he was. As well as insisting that
he had climbed the routes as he had described, he declined to provide any
details about his seconds, saying he saw no reason why he should. He also
attempted to shift the onus to his detractors - the 'next move', he said, was
up to them. 'They started the whole bloody business, and it's on their plates
and that's the way I'm leaving it.' •

After our encounter, Lovesey and 1were in no doubt that McCalium, to put
it politely, had been telling fibs. We also speculated that he was a fantasist,
which helped formulate the headline that appeared above the article in the
Sunday Times: 'A Waiter Mitty on Craig Gogarth'. McCallum disappeared
from the climbing world, as he had hinted he would in his final remarks to
us: 'I don't get the same pleasure from climbing as 1 used to,' he said.

Job done, it might be thought. But there were some complex issues
involved which preoccupy me even now. Journalism has always struck me
as an accidental process. There is no central clearing house by which stories
are allocated. For the Sunday Times to take up the story resulted from the
network of contacts 1 was developing, and from the fabled persistence of
Ken Wilson in seeking to have the doubts over the climbs resolved and
publicised.

To some extent, it went against the grain for the climbing world to expose
its problems in the national press, which had a reputation for cheapening
the values of mountaineering. And who was I, so early in my career, to act
as accuser against a fellow climber? What gave me the right to confront
him and charge him with lying?

We were able to invoke one public interest argument, namely that climbers
attempting to follow McCallum's descriptions could find themselves in
serious trouble. But that was only part of it: both Ken and 1were also driven
by the desire to solve the mystery and, grandiose though it may seem, to
establish the truth.

Similar issues were at the core of another burgeoning scandal 1 was to
write about: the disputed ascent of Cerro Torre by Cesare Maestri. 1already
had certain possessive sentiments about that bewitching mountain, having
reported the attempt in 1967/68 by four of Britain's stellar young climbers,
Haston, Burke, Boyson and Crew. While trudging along the glacier below
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Cerro Torre, I found a long-handled ice-axe that must have been dropped
by the Italian team, Maestri included, who had claimed the ascent, in higWy
dubious circumstances, in 1958. Sadly I lost my trophy as the climbing
team purloined it to use in their camp on the Col of Patience, where it was
interred under several metres of snow.

I followed the Cerro Torre saga thereafter, in particular the attempt by
Eric Jones, Leo Dickinson, Cliff Phillips and Gordon Hibberd in 1972,
which ended at the foot of the final headwall. The four climbers had been
enraged by Maestri's use of an air-compressor to drive bolts across the upper
sections of the route, and utterly sceptical about his claim to have free
climbed to the summit in 1958.

By now on the staff of the Sunday Times, I was keen to write about these
dramas for its colour magazine. I was again working with Ken Wilson and
with Leo Dickinson, who was intent on making a film about the 1971
attempt and the controversy swirling around Maestri. Together with
interpreter Alan Heppenstall, an AC member, we arranged to meet Maestri
at his apartment in the Dolomite resort of Madonna di Campiglio.

Looking back, the similarities with the encounter with McCallum are
striking. To begin with, Maestri appeared the soul of hospitality, greeting
us with a smile and offering coffee and schnapps. But then he showed the
same truculence and defiance as McCallum, and also attempted to steer
our exchanges away from the 1958 climb. For a time we too avoided the
key issues - one of the tactics in this kind of interview is to accumulate
material on related matters before homing in on the most sensitive issues,
so that if the encounter ends abruptly you do not go home empty-handed.

So it proved on this occasion. We never accused Maestri of lying, at least
not directly. It was Ken who came closest when he asked Maestri to mark
the line of his 1958 ascent on a photograph. 'You must be joking,' Maestri
protested, saying he was unable to remember 'after all that time'. Ken
pressed the point, asking for more details of the route.

'Are you saying that I didn't get to the summit?' Maestri asked. Before
we could answer, he complained that we had left this question to the end of
the interview. 'It's rather impolite, I think.' Maestri was scribbling on a
note pad and he tore off a sheet and handed to me. It read: 'Tione Brescia
Est. Autostrada per Milano.' It was our route home. Interview over.

By then I had been ajournalist for all of eight years. I had joined the staff
of the Sunday Times where my work with the Insight team left me !-lnder no
illusions that there were classes of people for whom lying, or being
economical with the truth, was not a problem. Sometimes the fun lay in
trying to work out whether an official statement that looked like a lie had
some kind of hidden caveat, so that the person who delivered it could claim
that it was not an out-and-out untruth (government denials that CIA's
extraordinary rendition flights landed in Britain come to mind.)

But climbers? Having been a climber for about as long as I had ajournalist,
I was steeped in the belief that this was an activity where truth was
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paramount. True, McCallum had proved the exception, but he was a small
time figure compared with Maestri. Was it really possible that a climber of
such stature would falsely claim to have made one of the epochal ascents
of mountaineering, and then sustain his falsehood with such ridiculous
bluster and bravado?

The answer, sadly, was 'yes'. It was a pivotal moment for me, when
climbers became as other mortals. True, there were precedents, such as Dr
Cook's claim to have climbed Mt McKinley. But it is an unsettling
experience, to accept someone's hospitality and then witness his attempt
to sustain a manifest fiction. It also made me wonder why Maestri had
even agreed to meet us in the first place. Perhaps he thought he could bluff
his way through the questioning, knowing that it was immensely difficult
for us to establish the negative, namely that he had not done what he claimed
to have done. But for us, the case against him was overwhelming.

Did any of this matter? There was no public interest argument, as we could
assert over the McCallum affair. In this case we were left with the subjective
judgment that truth mattered and lies should be rebutted. In addition, the
ethics of the mountaineering world provide further validity. If honesty is the
paramount value, then those who violate it deserve to be exposed.

It may be stretching the definition of the word 'scandal' to apply it to
these two case histories: the word 'hoax' may be more suitable. But I have
no doubt that the term applies to the death of a bright young woman named
Colette Fleetwood who joined the University of the West of England Fell
Walking Club in 1993. There were reports of the accident in the mountain
eering press, but when I enquired further I felt that the circumstances were
so appalling that they should be more widely known. I had left the Sunday
Times soon after the Murdoch takeover some 10 years before and was now
a freelance, writing for whoever would take me - in this case, the Saturday
edition of the Daily Telegraph.

Colette had done no serious hill-walking when she joined the fell-walking
club. Her very first outing was an attempt to climb Parsley Fern Gully in
Cwm Glas in January 1994. The weather was hideous, with strong winds
and driving rain. Colette was totally out of her depth and poorly equipped,
wearing flimsy summer boots and lacking ice-axe or crampons. After
reaching a snowfield near the top of the route, Colette was blown from her
holds and fell to her death.

It looked like one of those old-fashioned accidents, when naval cadets
fell to their deaths wearing Wellington boots. This should never have
happened in 1994. I had to spell this out in the Telegraph; Alpine Journal
readers will appreciate the point. What emerged was the fatal combination
of ignorance and arrogance from the party leader, a 21-year-old science
student, and obfuscation and a bid to disclaim any responsibility by the
university authorities. At Colette's memorial service, the university vice
chancellor sought out Colette's father to tell him (a) that the university and
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students union were 'completely separate' and that (b) the accident was
'a matter for the students union'.

When I approached the students union, it refused to answer my questions,
while a solicitor acting for the student in charge tried to claim that he had
not really been a leader at all - the effect being to save him from any legal
claims. Thus Mike Fleetwood's grief at losing his daughter was compounded
by his anger at the cowardice of the university, whose principal thought, he
believed, was to evade responsibility for Colette's death.

The BMC did not emerge from the incident with much credit either:
although the club was affiliated to the BMC, which provided it with public
liability insurance, the BMC appeared to feel it had little or no place in
helping the club to handle the responsibilities involved in equipping novices
venturing into a risk sport. A legal advisor to the BMC told me: 'If someone
goes into the mountains unprepared for that risk, they can't be totally
surprised if they have an accident.'

I was unable to talk to the party leader; his solicitor told me that he had
wanted to try to explain what had gone wrong, but the solicitor had advised
against it. My article appeared bearing the headlines: 'Why did my daughter
die?' and 'The buck starts here: why no one takes the blame.' Almost 10
years later, there came an intriguing coda, when the party leader wrote to
me and said he would like to meet. I travelled to Bristol, where he was
working as a civilian in a police forensic department. After nearly a decade,
he clearly still wanted to justify his behaviour and his decisions on the
fateful day, and also felt he was not to blame for Colette's death. I called
Colette's father to tell him what he had said. 'He still hasn't learned anything
then,' Mike Fleetwood said.

It is good to report, however, that the BMC has altered its approach in
the past 10 years, as well as being more ready to discuss the dilemmas
arising from leadership issues in group activities. It now runs impressive
two-day 'good practice' seminars for students, which provide guidance in
leadership skills. It also argues that students should adopt a philosophy of
collective responsibility in keeping with the ethos of the sport.

Not long afterwards another long-running episode moved towards a
denouement. I first wrote about the death of Gunther Messner in 1970,
together with his brother Reinhold's allegations of incompetence against
the expedition leader, the controversial Karl Maria Herrligkoffer. Thirty
years later the story flared up again, when Reinhold mounted a furious
attack on his former team-mates at a book launch in Munich. In the sub
sequent row, his team-mates retaliated by voicing their long-nurtured doubts
over Messner's original account of events. The accusations against Messner
were extraordinary: the worst of them being that he had placed his brother
at risk through his own ambition, had sent his brother back down the moun
tain alone, and had then spun a pack of lies to cover all this up. If true, it
certainly amounted to a scandal by any definition of the word.
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Furnished with a commission from the Sunday Times Magazine, I toured
Germany, assisted by Jochen Hemmleb, to meet Messner's accusers. There
were inconsistencies in their allegations as well as in the range of accounts
Messner had advanced over the years. Here I felt I was on shaky territory.
Who was I to second-guess the decisions made in extremis by so
accomplished a mountaineer? And it was all but impossible to reconcile
the conflicting accounts from a series of strong-willed individuals relating
to events and decisions above 8000 metres and possibly distorted by emotion
and the passage of time.

The article nonetheless floated the allegations and canvassed the range
of explanations. Then came the time to talk to Messner. These days, there
is both a legal as well as a moral obligation to put allegations to the person
under attack. Under what is known as the Reynolds principles, which have
become increasingly important in shaping the laws of libel, journalists have
to give the accused person ample opportunity to respond to the allegations.
They must make them aware of the full scope and context of the allegations,
and must record and report their answers fairly and accurately.

I caught up with Messner by phone at the European Parliament (he was
then a Green MEP). It was a testing conversation, as the anger Messner
felt at his colleagues' accusations had barely subsided. I had to provide the
Sunday Times lawyers with a transcript of the entire 40-minute conversation,
but they concluded that I had played fair to Messner. The subsequent article
largely took his side, although I also tried to fathom the explosive anger
Messner was subject to more than 30 years after his brother died. In the
end Messner scotched most of his critics when he produced a bone, proved
by DNA to be his brother's, which certainly disposed of the wilder
allegations against him and was most consistent with his account of events.

So no scandal there, and not a hoax either: but certainly a controversy
that attracted public attention, because of both the damning nature of the
accusations, had they been proved, and Messner's own celebrity.

I observed near the start of this article that journalism was an accidental
process. As well as the scandals or hoaxes I have written about, there are
other potential stories that I did not pursue. They involved allegations of
greed, selfishness, and dishonesty. Sometimes I just had too much else to
occupy me. Several times I embarked on my research, but reluctantly
concluded that the allegations would simply be too difficult to prove.

There is one controversy I still cherish, for all sorts of reasons: the story
of the Yeti footprint, which I wrote about on several occasions. Supposing
Eric Shipton did fake the footprint, as has been alleged [and vigorously
denied*]? Would that be a scandal? Not in the least. It would rank as a hoax,
and, if so, a better hoax there has never been: mischievous, entertaining, harm
less and sheer fun.

* Editor's note: see Michael Ward's Everest. A Thousand Years of Exploration
(The Ernest Press, 2003), pages 201-202.
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